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Name

148 responses

Tapan panja

Mohitosh Routh

Nilay Ghosh

Sumana Das

Monjil Barik

Dipankar Chowdhury

Monalisha Dash

BhabeshMahata

Anita De

Subhajit Sing

Soumen mahata

Moumita Mardan

Pallabi sing

Sombari Hansda

Gouranga Rana

Ujjwala sing

Sanjit shit

Anukul jana

Binata Paira

Rumpa patra

Sanchita Paira

Urmi patar



Subhash Hatui

Sudipta Mangal

Sandip Murmu

Rahul Kumar Rana

Sima sing

DULAL Mandi

Chittaranjan kamila

Sanjoy Bera

Debkanta Dey

Payrani hembram

Anita Mahata

Sujal

Moumita Mahata

SOURAV DAS

Supriti Mahata

Purnima sing

Santanu Mandi

Sardi Hembram

Sourav Dutta

Bijoy hembram

Dipak soren

Nandita Mahata

SUPRIYA MAHATA

Sabita sahoo



Prasanta Singha

Tiya Giri

Biswajit Sing

Laxmi Baskey

Ritwik Nayak

Basudeb saren

Sujoy shit

Riya Giri

Soma Mandal

Sumitra Sing

Pratima Mahata

Mousumi ghorai

Rimi pariary

Debabrata Bera

Sanjit Mandal

Panchami sing

KABERI MAHATA

Prerana dutta

Kiran Kumar kisku

Barsha Mahata

Rakesh Paloi

Barnali kar

Disha Bera

Shrabani Ghosh



Dilip mandi

KSHITISH MAHATA

Suprama Besra

Payel giri

Sankari bera

Pabitra Maity

Rahul shit

HEMALI MANDI

Saroj Mahata

Mithun Bera

Saikat Manna

Hishi kisku

TARUN MAHATA

Joydip Das

Santanu patra

Supriya roy

Buddhadev patra

Sujit sing

Manika mahata

Subhankar gharai

Ayanika Sau

Rajib Bera

Anita Hansda

Soma Maity



Jhumpa Mandi.

Ajay Murmu

DEBABRATA DAS

Krishna Mahata

Debasisha Saren

Ankita sahu
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Email ID

148 responses

tapanpanja38@gmail.com

routhmohitosh7@gmail.com

nilayghosh387@gmail.col

sumanadas919@gmail.com

monjilbarik@gmail.com

dipankar8900560626@gmail.com

mdash7779@gmail.com

Bhabeshmahata2024@gmail.com

anitadey398@gmail.com

subhajitsing483@gmail.com

mahatasoumen492@gmail.com

moumitamardan2002@gmail.com

pallabisingqueen@gmail.com

madhabhansda498@gmail.com

gourangarana55@gmail.com

ujjwalasing8@gmail.com

shitsanjit05@gmail.com

hianukuljana@gmail.com

binatapaira2002@gmail.com

rumpapatra143@gmail.com

sanchitapaira978@gmail.com

urmipatar311@gmail.com



subhashhatui@gmail.com

sudiptamangal06@gmail.com

daudsandip8@gmail.com

rahulrana81518@gmail.com

nilimeshsing323@gmail.com

mandidulal321@gmail.com

chittaranjankamila59@gmail.com

sanjoybera6297@gmail.com

debkantadey111@gmail.com

payranihemram@gmail.com

anitamahata512s@gmail.com

Sujal Sing

mahatamoumita50@gmail.com

dajambar@gmail.com

supritimahata30@gmail.com

purnimasing654@gmail.com

santanuiyctc@gmail.com

hembramsardi249@gmail.com

duttasourav@gimal.com

bijoyhembram036@gmail.com

sorend185@gmail.com

debas692@gmail.com

supriyamahata55@gmail.com

Sabita sahoo8101@Gmail. com



prasantasingha735@gmail.com

tiyagiri647@gmail.com

biswajitsing123456789@gmail.com

laxmiranil762@gmail.com

ritwiknayek19@gmail.com

basudebsaren022@gmail.com

Sujoyshit98gmail.com

giririya561@gmail.com

somamandal9883@gmail.com

singsumitra253@gmail.com

mahatapratima275@gmail.com

moughorai03@gmail.com

Madhabpariary@gmali.com

www.joydevbera1980@gmail.com

sanjitmandal3419@gmail.com

singpancha72@gmail.com

kaberimahatakuki@gmail.com

preranad595@gmail.com

kherwalkisku228@gmail.com

mahatar250@gmail.com

raumi7869@gmail.com

karbarnali984@gmail.com

dishabera611@gmail.com

ghoshshrabani2003@gmail.com



mandidilip39@gmail.com

manumahata80@gmail.com

besrasuprama@gmail.com

premanandagiri1975@gmail.com

sankaribera739@gmail.com

maitypabitra510@gmail.com

rahulshit193@gmail.com

hemalimandi922@gmal.com

sarojmahata29@gmail.com

mbera3799@gmail.com

Mannasaikat40@gmail.com

Hishi kisku

tarun2003mahata@gmail.com

jdjoydipdas222@gmail.com

santanupatra021@gmail.com

roysandip8785@gmail.com

patrabuddhadev89@gmail.com

sujitsingh4111@gmail.com

manikamahata03@gmail.com

gharaidip@gmail.com

ayanikasau@gmail.com

berarajib47@gmail.com

anitahansda5605@gmail.com

ruma99766 gmail@.com



jhumpamandi007@gmail.com.

nirmalmandi302@gmail.com

nutu2469@gmail.com

krisnnamahata@gmail.com

debasishsaren5@gmail.com

ankitasahu9988@gmail.com
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Course

148 responses

Copy

Honours
General58.1%

41.9%



Department (Only for Hons.)

104 responses

History

English

General

General

Bengali

History

No

English

Sanskrit

Sanskrit

Bengali

Philosophy

Political science

HISTORY

Bangali

Bengal

Genarel

B.A general

B.A General

Philosophy

Education department

Genarel



Yes

I am genaral

Hons.

BENGALI ( HONOURS )

Santali

B. A

History (Hons)

History honours

Philosophy (General)

Bangali ( B.A) Genaral

Education (general)

Education (genaral)

Bengali Department (B.A Hons.)

Bengali Department (B.A. Hons.)

Physical education ( B.A ) General

Pass

Department of Physical education

Honours

Sanskrit (Hons)

Department of physical education

Gen

Physical Education (B.A) General

Bangla

Sanskrit.



(General) physical education

Physical Education (B.A) General

English( Hons)

Physical Education

Semester

148 responses

1. How much the syllabus was covered in the class? 

148 responses

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

148 responses

Copy

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

35.1%

20.3%

42.6%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
below 30%

17.6%

43.2%

27.7%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Won't teach at all

47.3%

49.3%



3. How well the teachers able to communicate with the students? 

148 responses

4. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by teachers.

148 responses

5. The institution takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.

148 responses

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

9.5%

15.5%

73%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

20.9%

71.6%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

27%

14.9%

49.3%



6. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

148 responses

7. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

148 responses

8. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,
review and continuous improvement of the Teaching Learning Process.

148 responses

Copy

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

16.9%

18.9%
35.1%

19.6%
9.5%

Copy

Everytime
Usually
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.5%

18.2%

66.9%

Copy

To great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

34.5%

53.4%



9. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD Projectors etc.
while teaching?

148 responses

10. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
very good. 

148 responses

Copy

Above 90%
70 - 80%
50 - 69%
30 - 49%
0 - Below 29%

12.2%

20.9%

18.9%

22.3%

25.7%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

13.5%

36.5%

39.2%



11. Give three suggestions to improve the overall teaching-learning experience in your
institution.

148 responses

Good

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every
student and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

Good

Yes

No

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...
Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ...
Make teaching a two way interaction.

Very good

Very nice

1. Use projector in the all classroom.
2. Always motivated students.
3. Revised syllabus to improve students.

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ...

Make teaching a two way interaction.

Good teaching

I have no suggestions

I have no suggestions.

1.Need to improve more.

Need to improve more...

Need to improve more

Friendly behaviour of teacher



good

Three observations or suggestions to improve the overall teaching and learning experience in
the institution are: 1) Use better graphics and visual media to better engage students. ... 2) Try
to reach every student and ask their doubts. ... 3) Make learning a two-way interaction.

১. ��ণীকে�র সং�ৃিত এক�ট ইিতবাচক হেত হেব �যখােন িশ�াথ�র শ�� উদযাপন করা হয় ।
২. িশ�াথ�র দুব �লতা �িলেক সমথ �ন ও য� সহকাের �দখেত হেব ।

• Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
• Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts....
•Make teaching a two way interaction.

All subject pass

Required important notes

Nothing to say

Nothing to say

My suggestion is that teachers have to be must give time to understand the task.

1. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts .
2. One magazine is published every month.
3. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

In our library there was no sufficient book's at all

Experience was very good 😊

All subject pass

খুব ই ভাল

Enhancing class size and materials and improving student quality through smart work

Need to improve more

1. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts
2. One magazine is published every mor
3. Use better graphics and visual me to engage students well

Friendly teacher

syllabus cover



Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts...

From my experience, I can say that if the use of chalk duster can be resumed in the classroom
and the complex theory, or story, can be divided into several points, if explained step by step
according to the plot, with the help of an outstanding story telling, then May be it will help all
the students to understand and remember for a long time, and will develop interest in the
subject. Hope my teachers sir will look into this, Regards

1. The communication system of the organisation should be improved.

2. Student should be taken on education trips to increase interest in studies.

1. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubls
2. One magazine in published every month
3. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

1.clearly explain subject .(2)learning time explain with example.(3)Use the map,practical class

1.Teacher and student relationship built up

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 2) Try to reach every
student and ask for their doubts. ... 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

1)Kindly give more project and real time problem to solve
2)Courses can be more research oriented
3)New technology monthly updates can be given

Nothing

Nothing

Feedback and assessment.
Communication
Build rapport with students.

Improve learning skill

Friendly relationship between students and teachers. Completing the syllabus on time. Regular
practical classes.

Use Projecter in The All Class Room.
Always Motivated Students .
Revised Syllabus to improve students.

Feedback Assessment.
Communication.
Build rapport with students.



Cooperative learning
Technology
Active learning

Cooperative learning
Technology
Active learning

Khub valo

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well,
2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts,
3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

1) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

2) Make teaching a two way interaction.

3) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.

1• teachers should be appointed in geography and sanskrit deparment.
2•The playground should be inpoved.
3•computer teaching should be introduced.

A true teacher shot mingle what tha student like a good friend and tri day

Friendly relationship between student and teacher.
Completing the syllabus on time.
Regular Prectical classes.

Projector

A true teacher shot mingle what the
student like a good friend and tri day

1.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students all.
2.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
3.Make teaching a two way interaction.

1.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
2.One magazine is published every month.
3.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students we'll.

teachers use LCD Projectors class room.

Improve teaching style

A true teacher shot mingle what the students like a good friend and tri day



A true teacher shot mingel what the student like a good friend and tri day

Telling my college office staff or teachers and union units to add to the schedule what we used
to make boats or flowers or airplanes with paper when we were kids.

Pass course

(1) Friendly relationship between studens and teachers .
(2) Regular practical classes .
(3) Completing the syllabus on time.

Its very beautiful.

Its very beautiful

It is best college for me....we have daily classes..All teachers are good.

TOO GOOD

1)Use better graphics and visual media to better engage students.2)Try to reach out to each
student and ask their doubts. 3) Make learning a two-way interaction.

1.use better graphics and visual media to engage students all
2.Try to reach every student and ask for thier doubets
3.Make teaching a two way interaction

1.Use visual media

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students.

2.Make teaching interactive

Ask students for questions and doubts, and make teaching a two-way interaction.

3.Use student-centered learning

Use strategies that focus on students, such as group work, projects, and hands-on exercises.

4.Encourage active learning

Give students opportunities to express their talents and respond to active learning strategies.

5.Use cooperative learning

Encourage students to work together in groups to develop critical thinking and communication
skills.

6.Use experiential learning



Use real-world scenarios to engage students and promote learning beyond textbooks and
worksheets.

7.Give effective feedback

Prioritize ideas, limit feedback to important issues, and consider the feedback's value to the
receiver.

8.Invest in teacher training

Provide teachers with the tools and resources to create effective learning experiences.

9.Teach students to think for themselves

Show students that it's okay to ask questions and help them change the world through their
ideas.

1.কেলেজর লাইে�রীেত �যন দরকাির বই�েলা উপল� থােক।

2. কেলেজর সহজ ভাষায় িশ�াদান।

3. কেলেজ এক�ট িশ�ামূলক পিরেবশ �তির করা।

Teachers are able to identify students weakness and help to overcome them.

১. কেলেজ লাইেৰিৱ �থেক খুব সহেজ ৰই পাওয়া যায় ২.�সৱেদৱ কাছ �থেক সহেজ �নাট পাওয়া যায়

1.Extra clases 2.Extra subjects 3.Foundation day celebrate of our college

1.Books are easily available from the college library.
2. Sir helps us in all aspects.
3. Sir gives us notes in evere subject.

Teachers should more communicate to students...

1.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubls
2.one magazine in published every month
3.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well

Friendly relationship between students and teachers. Completing the syllabus on time. Regular
practical classes.

A true teacher shot mingle what the student like a good friend and tri day.

1. Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
2. Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
3. Make teaching a two way interaction.

1. Assessing students standards,2. Collage attendance and daily reading,3. Pay attention to
what students want



Friendly relationship between students of teachars . Completeting the syllabus on time
.Ragular practical classes.

Teachers use LCD Projector in class room

1. Friendly relationship between students and teachers
2. Completing the syllabus on time
3. Regular practical classes

A true teacher short mingle what the students like a good friend and try day.

1. Rule (Example -75% attendance of Students is mandatory, Teachers and Students must
enter the class according to the Specified time). 2.Advanced education system. For example,
while teaching, writing down, explaining; In this case, PPT is better. 3. Homework 4.Using
Library, Reading Newspapers etc.

Teachers use LCD Projctore in calss room

It would have been nice to have regular class notes

Friendly relationship between student and teacher.completing the syllabus on time.Regular
prectical classes.

Friendly relationship between students and teachers. Completing tha syllabus on time .Regular
practical classes.

I give them suggestions Amal dutta

Students

I WANT TO IMPROVE IN ALL ASPECTS
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